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INTRODUCTION 

Benzo[a]pyrene is a widespread environmental pollutant and a potent 

carcinogen (1). In mammalian cells it undergoes metabolic activation the 

ultimate carcinogen BaP diol epoxide (2). This metabolite is responsible for 

the majority of benzo[a]pyrene originated DNA and RNA alkylation events (3,4). 

The interaction with·DNA is of particular interest, since a preponderance of 

evidence indicates that carcinogen modification of DNA initiates the 

transformation process (5-7). The primary adduct present in DNA consists a 

linkage between 0 position of the hydrocarbon and the exocyclic amino 

group of guanine (3,8-10). 

We have probed the physical structure the guanine adduct and the 

ion complex which precedes it using BaP diol epoxide treated SV40 DNA. 

Taking advantage of the topo1ogica1 constraints in a covalently osed DNA 

molecule, we have determined unwinding angle of the alkylation sites in both 

superhelical and partially relaxed SV40 DNA and the effect of torsional strain 

on the physical binding BaP dio1 epoxide to the double helix. We have also 

investigated the effect of counterions on DNA alkylation by the hydrocarbon. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Epoxide. Crystalline BaP diol epoxide was synthesized essentially 

the method McCaust1and and Engel (11). [3H]-BaP dio1 epoxi , 1.5 mg/ml 

in 19:1 tetrahydrofuran-triethylamine, was also synthesized according to 

published procedures (12). It had a specific activity of 1.23 C;/mmole. The 

diol epoxide stocks were stored at -70° and dilutions were made with 

dimethyl sulfoxide. 

SV40 DNA. Superhelica1 SV40 (form I) DNA was isolated from infected TC-7 

can green monkey cells by a modification of the Hirt extraction as 
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i scribed by lick • (13). This DNA contained a small amount 

eked circular (form II) DNA present as an impuri 

i 1y SV40 DNA were by incubating 2 pg 

form I DNA with 5-20 E.U. DNA axing enzyme (Bethesda Research) in 20 mM 

di 
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5-20 min 37°. The DNA was 

ion 18.8 JJ9 

form I DNA was 

M EDTA. 

in 940 JJl i ni ng_ 140 

ion with DNA axi enzyme 15 min stoppi 

2 M EDTA~ the DNA was 

(pH 8.0)-0.5 mM EDTA prior 

preci and dissolved in 20 mM 

on with BaP di epoxide. 

and • SV40 DNA was modi ed with 
~~~~ -~..;.. --~~--~ 

in mM s-HCl (pH 8.0) 5 mM EDTA-10% di su1foxi 

molar ion ios (BaP ol epoxide/DNA mononucleotide). 

were incubated in the dark 37° at least 90 min. 

on was quanti ed radioactivity counting using SV40 [14c]-DNA and 

di epoxi modi DNA was luted to 1.0 ml with 20 mM 

( 8.0)-0.5 mM EDTA-0.5 M and 3 times with 1.0 m1 of 

30 JJg er f thymus DNA (Sigma)~ DNA 

tated the aqueous by it ion 2.0 ml of NaCl 

and storage overnight at o. The DNA was leted, washed, and 

resuspended in 1.0 ml of NaCl- 70% ethanol. It was then 1ected on a 

lli 0.45 pHAWP fil , combusted and counted. Binding data was CUl(;.ted 

ass 

ned 5200 pairs {14) a molec ar weight of 3.6 x 106 

( ) . 
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Hydrocarbon adducts, enzymatically released from a1kylated DNA, were 

isolated by Sephadex LH-20 chromatography and further resolved by highpressure 

l'iquid chromatography as described by Straub et ~· (8). 

Gel Electrophoresis. Vertical 1.4% agarose (Bio-Rad) slab gels (13.3 x 

13.0 x 0.5 em) were prepared and run in 40 mM Tris-HC1 (pH 7.9)-5 mM sodium 

1 mM EDTA at 50 V for 16 hr. Composite 2% polyacrylamide-0.5% 

agarose vertical slab gels (22 x 1 0 x 0.3 em) were prepared and run in 36 mM 

s-30 mM NaH2Po4 (pH 7.7)-1 mM EDTA at 100 V for hr with air cooling. Gels 

were stained for at least 1 hr at 4a in electrophoresis buffer containing 0.5 

~g/m1 ethidium bromide. The fluorescent DNA bands were illuminated from below 

with short wavelength uv (Ultra Viol Products, Inc., San Gabriel, CA) and 

photographed on Polaroid type 665 positive/negative film through a Corning 3-69 

lter. Tracings 

spectrodensitometer@ 

the negatives were obtained with a Schoeffel model SD3000 

Alkylation 

ol epoxide modi 

RESUlTS 

SV40 DNA@ The distribution of stable covalent adducts in BaP 

ed superhelical SV40 DNA was determined by high-pressure 

liquid chromatography of the modified mononucleosides (Fig@ l)e The fluorescent 

~ derived from BaP diol epoxide modified calf thymus DNA carrier~ had been 

previously characterized (8) and permitted identification the radioactive 

adducts from SV40 DNA. Only 4 adducts were obtained~ corresponding to trans 

addition of the exocyclic amino groups of guanine and adenine to the C-10 

position of the enantiomeric hydrocarbon. There was no detectable reaction with 

cytosine or thymine. 

Slightly less than 1% the initial kylation events generated single 

strand scissions (data not shown). Two mechanisms, phosphotriester hydrolysis 

(16) and depurination strand ·scission (17), have been proposed to account for 
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cant and could result from a slight reaction of BaP diol epoxi with 

1y occurring single-stranded regions in the superhe1ica1 DNA (20). The 

even differences between SV40 and calf thymus DNA probably arise from 

1 modi cation employed in this study. 

reaction of viral DNA with BaP diol epoxide was modulated by 

on the double helix. When the helix was stabili by addition 

ons to the vent~ was a· gnificant inhi tion BaP dio1 

at ion. inhibi on ing Na+ Mg2+ ions is shown in 
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vatives (21), agents known to intercalate and ink DNA. By shielding 

these ions wind the ix and base pair separation 

concentrations tested~ both ions inhi BaP diol epoxide 

ion DNA by about 90%. Hydrocarbon binding was more sensitive to 

e helix by Mg2+ + Na ~ ng stabi1i on 

1·v"' to Na+ (23). Th"' ff · 1 · h.b. · b h · h ~ ~ erent1a 1n 1 1t1on y t e two 1ons argues t at 

reduce nding by changing 

i th BaP o1 epoxi 

conformation DNA rather than by inter-
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Unwinding of SV40 DNA. The unwinding angle associated with BaP diol 

epoxide alkylation sites was determined using superhe1ica1 and partially relaxed 

SV40 DNA. These alkylated substrates were electrophoresed under conditions 

where their mean superhe1icity (T) could be calibrated relative to unreacted 

ly relaxed SV40 DNA standards. The standards were resolved into a es 

bands~ each differing from its neighbor by one superturn. Superhe1ica1 SV40 

DNA (initial :r = -21.0) was analyzed on a composi agarose-polyacry1amide gel 

(Fig. 3A) and partially relaxed SV40 DNA (initial 1 = -6.56) was analyzed on an 

agarose gel (Fig. 3B). The level of alkylation was determined by radioactivity 

counting of reaction aliquots removal of free hydrocarbon@ 

BaP ol epoxide alkylation of both DNA substrates (1.5-44 adducts/genome) 

led to a loss of ne structure and a reduction in ectrophoretic mobility. 

The decrease in mobility is interpreted as a loss of superturns directly 

resulting from local unwinding of the DNA helix by hydrocarbon adducts. The 

loss of fine structure reflects the inability either gel system to resolve 

the component DNA bands which result from the presence of a Gaussian 

distribution of adducts on each parental band. Thus each band in unreacted 

DNA is converted into a set of bands too closely spaced to be resolved. These 

bands differ in superheli ty by the BaP diol epoxide unwinding angle. Both· 

are due to covalently bound BaP dio1 epoxide~ since the electrophoretic 

pattern of DNA treated under identical conditions with 7,8,9~10-tetrahydroxy-

7,8,9,10-tetrahydrobenzo[a]pyrene was unchanged (data not shown). 

magnitude of both effects was greater for superhelical than partially 

re1 DNA. This was apparent when the mean number of superhe1ica1 turns was 

plotted as a function of the number of adducts per genome for the two DNA 

substrates (Fig. 4). The decrease in s1ope of the curve for superhelica1 DNA 
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that hydrocarbon induced unwindi is a ion superhelical 

gh :r. nearly linear curve for partially relaxed DNA 

unwinding is almost independent superheli ty low ;. 
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dichlorodiammineplatinum (25). Intercalating agents act in the opposite fashion 

(26). They stabilize base pairs, lengthen and stiffen the helix, and increase 

the intrinsic viscosity of DNA. 

An examination of Table 2 demonstrates that BaP diol epoxide alkylation 

SV40 DNA is also modulated by torsional strain. At identical molar reaction 

ratios the modification of superhelical SV40 DNA was consistently greater than 

parti ly relaxed DNA. Torsional strain present in superhelica1 DNA faciJitates 

binding mode which unwinds the helix. The reduction superhelica1 turns 

adds an extra favorable energy term to the binding and enhances affinity 

relative to relaxed (or covalently closed relaxed) DNA. For BaP diol epoxide, 

nding was approximately 6% greater with superhelical relative to relaxed DNA. 

This is comparable to the 10% enhancement of reactivity seen with the 

intercal ing agents psoralen (21) and bleomycin ( ). 

The relative affinity of a molecule for superhelical and relaxed forms of a 

DNA is a function of its unwinding angle and is given by the relationsh 0 hip (27) 

vsfvr "" e -A<P/kT (1) 

where ~ is the unwinding angle~ A is the torsional free energy change per degree 

unwinding, and v5fvr is the partition of the molecule between superhelical 

relaxed fonns of DNA. For SV40 DNA A=-8.6 x 10-24 ca1/degree (28-30). If 

BaP diol epoxide denatures superhelica1 DNA upon physical binding, just as it 

does when covalently bound, a high partition ratio would be expected. At a 

molar reaction ratio of 0.02 the difference between the average adduct unwinding 

angles in superhelical and partially relaxed DNA is 215°. From equation (1) if~ 

"" o thenvslvr = 6e7e This estimate is far greater than the value of 1.07 

actually obtained (Table 2) and indicates that BaP diol epoxide disrupts base 

pairing only after covalent linkage. The experimental partition ratio is 
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with a small unwinding angle accompanying the physical binding BaP 

both superhelica1 and axed DNA. 

DISCUSSION 

--~Complex. Intercalation of BaP diol 

prior to covalent binding with guanine was proposed by Meehan and Straub 

ectiv the reaction. Our data support this 

on BaP di epoxi kylation Na+ and Mg2+ is 

nable in terms an increase in the er to 

ion while the enhanc~nent covalent bindi by superheli ty is of 

expected for an intercalating agent. A1 nding of hydrocarbon 

minor prior to reaction th guanine cannot ed out, the 

ion a complex would lack the stacking i ion provided by 

ation and the c i ons characteristic of external 

angle BaP dio1 epoxide modi 

It is important when determining 

guanine that the 

ic pattern observed actually represent the unwinding of the helix 

150 11 give se 

on or strand ssion over a 24 hr period (unpublished data)e This is 

0. cks or apuri c tes in an SV40 DNA molecule containing 30 

1 unwinding as th depurination is insignificant 

i scissi , however, is 

more dramatic since it 1 an re loss of i turns. Prior 

ssion removes DNA molecules from 

e determi ion. i a1 removal DNA mol es wi 

mean values of superhelici or kyl ion may occur. As 
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by Wiesehahn and Hearst (31), these phenomena exert slight opposing on 

the calculated unwinding angle which can probably be neglected. 

Strand scis on during the time span of electrophoresis could 1ead to a 

significant overestimation of the unwinding angle by decreasing the mobili of 

the DNA. The probability of strand scission increases with the number of 

ucts. In Fig. 3 the tailing of covalently osed DNA bands at higher molar 

reaction ratios is probably due to nicking during electrophoresis. The 

nicking on the unwinding angle calculations was minimized for pa~ti ly 

axed DNA by measuring the mobility in terms the most intense band, whi 

was resolvable up to a molar reaction ratio of 0.10. The same approach was 

precluded for superhe1ica1 DNA by the loss of band structure at very low levels 

modification9 and the unwinding angles calculated from this substrate are 

therefore overestimated at higher molar reaction ratios. The magnitude of this 

error is indicated by a comparison of the incremental unwinding angles from 

superhelical and partially relaxed SV40 DNA samples with similar torsional 

in~ i.e. 59° and 35°, respectively, at~= 

The lower intrinsic viscosity of modified DNA and the single-stranded 

character of the kylation sites in superhelical DNA will partially offset the 

of nicking by enhancing the electrophoretic mobility of covalently closed 

DNA. In both cases, however, the enhancement is minor. The 10% greater 

mobility of alkylated form II DNA relative to control ( g. 5) is attributed to 

an increased flexibility. Given the more compact structure of superhelica1 and 

partially relaxed DNA, the increased flexibility will a proportionately 

smaller effect on the mobility of these molecules. The single-stranded 

alkylation sites in superhe1ica1 DNA wi11 1ike1y col1apse in the low ionic 
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is buffer, thus shortening the molecules and increasing 

r il ity. Here, is minor since even at a molar reaction 

0 0.15 only 3% the pairs are denatured. 

ion th adenine compli 
I 

analysis of the·unwinding e data. 

e of the adenine adduct is gni cantly from 

an ue 11 i d 

nee 
c 

N° position adenine is i ved in ring, bi 

to si will disrupt the adenine-thymine 

i DNA, ional strain ampli es the unwinding, both 

should have identi unwi angles. In parti ly axed DNA, the 

angles may differ ight1y should both reflect 1 

ion. 

1e s work was in nkwater ~0 (32) published a study on 

removal of superturns in SV40 DNA by BaP diol epoxi and 

aminofluorene. employing short reaction times and rapid 

ysis9 on was minimi recoiling 

was at high uct lev s@ From 1 

cause comi on superheli DNA with ni ar 

ing angle " was cul two 

s ow range of unwi i ng angles reported here and may be 

ive alkyl on required for comigration DNA forms I and II (~soo 

per genome). At high modi ion alkylation si may i 

so s an altered conformation with a reduced unwinding angle. ive 

so change the spectrum adducts as 1 as ter the 

ic 1 i the DNA through phenomena unwindi 

d apparent on. 
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Recently, uorescence quenching and linear dichroism studies have ruled 

out intercalation of covalently bound BaP diol epoxide (33,34). 

Taking into account our unwinding data, it is apparent that while the alkylation 

tes are denatured under conditions of strain (i.e. superhelicity, extremes of 

pH, high temperature, etc.), these si possess an ordered structure under 

physiological conditions. Jn vivo, BaP ol epoxide modi cation DNA 

probably unwinds the helix by 30=35°. The major perturbation induced by 

covalent binding and the probable cause of unwinding is disruption the 

modi ed guanine-cytosine base pair. The hydrocarbon could reside in minor 

groove since the exocyc1ic amino group guanine is found there. Computer 

modeling indicates that only minor perturbation the helix is caused by this 

orientation of the adduct (35). Alternatively~ the hydrocarbon could reside in 

the more exposed major groove; that would require a 180° rotation the 

modified guanine about its glycosidic linkage. 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 

Figure 1. High-pressure liquid chromatography profile of co-.inj ion of 

[3H]-BaP diol epoxide SV40 DNA adducts plus unlabeled BaP diol epoxide calf 

thymus DNA adducts. The form I vira1 DNA was reacted with [3H]-BaP dio1 

epoxide at a molar reaction ratio of 0.04. Peaks 3~ 5~ and 6 are 

deoxyguanosine adducts~ peaks 7, 8, and 9 are deoxyadenosine adducts, and 

peaks 2 and 4 are deoxycytidine adducts. Peak 1 and part of peak 4 consist 

consist of 7,8,9,10-tetrahydroxy-7,8,9,10-tetrahydrobenzo[a]pyrene. The 

two early eluting radio~ctive peaks probably represent BaP dio1 ide 

solvent addition products. 

Figure 2. Inhibition BaP dio1 epoxide alkylation of SV40 DNA NaCl 

and MgC1 2• SV40 form I [14c]-DNA was reacted with [3H]-BaP diol epoxide at 

a molar reaction ratio of 0.60 in the presence of the indicated 

concentrations of ( NaC1 or (o! MgC1 2• The DNA control contained 197 

adducts/genomee 

gure 3. (A) Polyacrylamide slab gel of superhelical SV40 DNA reacted 

with BaP dial epoxide. SV40 form I [14c]-DNA was reacted for 90 min at 37° 

th [3H]-BaP di epoxide at molar reaction ratios of (a) 0.002, (b) 0, 

(c) 0.005, (d) 0.01, (f) 0.02~ (g) 0.04, (i) 0.06, (j) 0.10, and (1) 0.1 

iquots were electrophoresed downward for 72 hr at 100 V on a 2% 

po1yacry1ami 0.5% agarose slab gel. Tracks e, h, and k contained 

partially relaxed form I SV40 DNA. The top band in each k is form II 

SV40 DNA. (B) Agarose slab gel of partial relaxed SV40 DNA reacted with 

BaP dio1 epoxide. Partially relaxed SV40 form I [14c]-DNA was reacted with 

[3H]-BaP dial epoxide at molar reaction ratios of (c) o. (d) 0.02, (f) 
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04. {g) 0.06, (i) 0.10 and (j) 0.1 After 3 hr at 37° aliquots were 

downward for 16 hr at 50 Von a 1.4% agarose slab gel. 

b. e, h, and k contained a mixture of SV40 DNA inc~bated for 15 min 

min with DNA axing enzyme. Track a contained superhe1ical 

top band in each track is unresolved 1ow molecular weight 

1 ar DNA; the second band is form II viral DNA. 

gure Removal superheli turns by BaP diol epoxi adducts in (a) 

i and (b) partially relaxed SV40 DNA. 

gure BaP di epoxide a"!kylation SV40 DNA monitored by agarose gel 

is. SV40 form I DNA (8.4 ~g/ml) was reacted at 37° with BaP 

ide at a molar reaction ratio of 0.60. A1iquots 50 ~1 were 

indicated times i 2.5 M 2-mercaptoethanol to stop 

ion. kylated DNA was ectrophoresed downward at 50 V for 

on a 1.4% agarose slab gel. The in mobility and broadening 

I DNA are buted to local unwindi of helix by 

and. ssion the ectrophoretic 

s. 
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Table 1 
.. 

Stereoselectivity in the Reaction of BaP Diol Epoxide with lliA · 

s Isomer % 
Sample guanine ratio adenine 

Superhelical SV40 DNA .0 1:3.03 14.0 

ally relaxed SV40 DNA 86.9 1:3.38 13.1 

f thymus DNAt 0 1 .5 10.0 

*The isomer ratio refers to the ratio of (-) to (+) BaP diol 

epoxide alkylation products. 

t The data for cal~ thymus INA was obtained from Ivieehan and 

Straub (19). 
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SV40 DNA Di Epoxide 
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